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The Bloomsbury Companion to Socrates (Bloomsbury Companions)Bloomsbury Reference, 2013

	Socrates, the largely enigmatic Greek thinker, is universally considered to have laid the foundations of western philosophy. His philosophy, available to us through the early dialogues of Plato and the writings of his contemporaries, has had a remarkably enduring influence on virtually every area of philosophical enterprise .


	This...
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Dreaming About the Divine (S U N Y Series in Dream Studies)University of New York, 2007
Explores the role of dreams in spiritual work.   

       In Dreaming about the Divine, Bonnelle Lewis Strickling   argues that people dream about the divine in forms that fit their current   emotional and spiritual condition. Using Jungian psychology and the   philosophy of Karl Jaspers, Strickling contends that dreams...
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Data Mining for Social Robotics: Toward Autonomously Social RobotsSpringer, 2016

	This book explores an approach to social robotics based solely on autonomous unsupervised techniques and positions it within a structured exposition of related research in psychology, neuroscience, HRI, and data mining.  The authors present an autonomous and developmental approach that allows the robot to learn interactive behavior by...
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Nervous States: Democracy and the Decline of ReasonW W Norton, 2019

	
		In this age of intense political conflict, we sense objective fact is growing less important. Experts are attacked as partisan, statistics and scientific findings are decried as propaganda, and public debate devolves into personal assaults. How did we get here, and what can we do about it?

	
		In this...
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Swarm Intelligence (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Evolutionary Computation)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2001

	Traditional methods for creating intelligent computational systems have privileged private "internal" cognitive and computational processes. In contrast, Swarm Intelligence argues that human intelligence derives from the interactions of individuals in a social world and further, that this model of...
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Psychoanalysis and NeuroscienceSpringer, 2006

	Recent scientific studies have brought significant advances in the understanding of basic mental functions such as memory, dreams, identification, repression, which constitute the basis of the psychoanalytical theory. This book focuses on the possibility of interactions between psychoanalysis and neuroscience: emotions and the right...
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Barriers and Biases in Computer-Mediated Knowledge Communication: And How They May Be OvercomeSpringer, 2005
This books deals with computer-mediated cooperation and communication scenarios in teaching and learning situations, leisure activities (e.g. laypersons looking for expert information on the internet), and net-based communication at work. Such scenarios will become increasingly important. But the successful use of such computer-mediated settings is...
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Data Architecture: From Zen to RealityMorgan Kaufmann, 2011

	First, note that I have used Zen in the title of this book. I have
	been asked many times why I used such an esoteric term. After
	all, what is the meaning of Zen? To clarify the meaning of Zen,
	we must examine the philosophical environment that gave rise
	to Zen: Indian and Chinese philosophies. In India, Buddhism
	arose out of a Hindu...
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The Inner Game of Stress: Outsmart Life's Challenges and Fulfill Your PotentialRandom House, 2009

	Renowned sports psychology expert W. Timothy Gallwey teams up with two esteemed physicians to offer a unique and empowering guide to mental health in today’s volatile world. The Inner Game of Stress applies the trusted principles of Gallwey’s wildly popular Inner Game series, which have helped athletes the world over, to...
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Autobiographical Memory and the Self: Relationship and Implications for Cognitive-Behavioural TherapyRoutledge, 2018

	
		Autobiographical memory shapes our understanding of ourselves, guides our behaviour, and helps us to develop and maintain relationships with others. The ways in which we interpret and narrate our memories have important implications for our psychological well-being, and can sometimes contribute to the onset and maintenance of a...
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Developing Effective Engineering Leadership (IEE Management of Technology Series, 21)Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2003
Engineering companies and other organizations face many serious challenges in the 21st Century. One that is now becoming widely recognized is the loss of corporate knowledge through staff turnover, whether it is natural or forced through downsizing or de-layering. The company’s store of knowledge and expertise is an asset built up through...
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Polypharmacy in Psychiatry (Medical Psychiatry Series)CRC Press, 2002

	This practical reference examines the advantages and disadvantages of polypharmacy in psychiatry, and provides up-to-date clinical guidelines on the appropriate use of combinations of pharmacological therapy in major psychiatric disorders-including multidisciplinary approaches to treatment, such as social work and psychopharmacology, and an...
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